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ABSTRACT

There are growing needs for quick preview of video contents for the purpose of improving accessibility of video

archives as well as reducing network traffics. In this paper, a storyboard that contains a user-specified number

of keyframes is produced from a given video sequence. It is based on hierarchical cluster analysis of feature

vectors that are derived from wavelet coeffcients of video frames. Consistent use of extracted feature vectors

is the key to avoid a repetition of computationally-intensive parsing of the same video sequence. Experimental

results suggest that a significant reduction in computational time is gained by this strategy.
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l. INTRODUCTION

Video streaming has became one of major applications of broadband networks. Manifold netw,orks. from error-free

wired networks to error-subjected wireless networks, require highly scalable video codings. Motion-JPEG2000

is a wavelet-based intra-frame video coding with numerous features such as lossy-to-lossless seamless coding,

progression order, ROI and so forth. Next generation scalable video codings feature motion compensated tempo-

ral filtering (MCTF)- to achieve higher coding efficiency as well as to provide frame rate (temporal) scalability,

which axe also wavelet-based codings.

There are growing needs for quick preview of video contents for the purpose of improving accessibility of

video archives as well as reducing network traffics. Storyboards are one of helpful tools for video editors to plan

the content composition and to browse video collections as well as for shot-based video retrieval systems. A

storyboard consists of a series of video frames that are referred to as key frames.

Keyframes are one of the most common representations for summarizing video shots. They are utilized for

various video summarization applicationsO as well as flexible view of video contents6.' Key frame generation is

fundamental for video content analysis, brou・sing9 and retrieval techniqueslO that are based on frame features

such as colors, shapes and textures.

Extracted initial key frames are further refined to produce more efficient abstraction of a given video sequence.

Zhong et al. have proposed a generalized top-down hierarcl-ical clusterii一g process to construct hierarchical views

of video shots. They have performed fuzzy partition clustering as well as standard fc-means and hierarchical

clustering on several types of feature vectors such as color features, temporal variances, and statistical motion

features.

Clustering a large number of keyframes requires many computations. Lee et al.1- uses RGB histograms

as high dimensional feature vectors that are extracted from initial keyframes. Singular value decomposition

is applied to those feature vectors before A>means clustering is performed. This contributes to speeding-up

the clustering. Drew et al. defines chromaticity signatures of initial key frames by a few bases to form low

dimensional feature vectors. Those bases are prepared in advance according to the result of the singular value
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decomposition. Adjacent clusters are merged, before non adjacent clusters are merged. Finally, those frames of

which feature vectors are closest to the cluster centers are selected as keyframes

There are several key issues for efficient and effective video summarization: shot boundary detection, keyframe

extraction, keyframe clustering and dimensionality reduction. These are, in nature, independent to each other.

and thus, different solutions are employed for individual problems to perform better. However, it sometimes

requires unacceptably many computations, since every technique may analyze a given video sequence to extract

different feature data. One solution to this problem is a mid-level representationlo that offers a common platform

for developing several techniques in video summarization.

In this paper, a storyboard that contains a user-speci丘ed number of key frames is produced from a given video

sequence. It is based on hierarchical cluster analysis16 0f feature vectors that are derived from wavelet coefficients

of video frames. We have proposed several techniques such as shot boundary detection. " /c-means clustering of

keyframes and video querying.19　An underlying idea of our approach is to use the extracted feature vectors in

common to avoid a repetition of computationally-intensive parsing of the same video sequence in different steps.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes several key techniques for video sum-

marization including feature vectors, key frames, and clustering. Section 3 describes experiments of storyboard

production and performance evaluations in terms of accuracy and speed. Finally. Section 4 gives some concludii一g

remarks on this work.

2. STORYBOARD CONSTRUCTION

This section presents a method to make a storyboard from a given video sequence. The method is characterized

by the followings.

Flexible view of a video sequence is realized with a storyboard that contains a user-specified

number of key frames.

It offers an on-line reproduction capability for storyboards and this allows a user to丘nd a better

storyboard at his/her preference.

・Hierarchical cluster analysis is developed to group similar key frames.

Wavelet-based feature vectors are consistently utilized throughout a sequence of shot boundary

detection, keyframe extraction and key frame clustering.

For this purpose, a feature vector and the distance measure are de丘ned. Then, each procedure of video slimma-

rization is described in detail.

2.1. Feature Vectors and Distance Measures

Every丘ame of a given video sequence is parsed to produce a feature vector. The feature vector is responsible to

compute a certain distance between frames in shot boundary detection and in the following clustering analysis.

For this purpose, similarity distance and the average feature vector are de丘ned.

A feature vector

F- {C.S}　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(1)

comprises the coarsest subband C and the signi丘cance map g of丘ner subbands of the two dimensional Wavelet

transform of a frame picture. The coarsest subband consists of quantized wavelet coefficients. It is a coarse

approximation of a frame. The significance map is a binary map: signi丘cant coefficients in丘ner subbands are

encoded as unity and insignificant coefficients are encoded as zero. It implies the presence of sharp changes such

as edges and textures.

The distance between two feature vectors, say Fm and Fn. is de丘ned after some preliminary de丘nitions. The

Ll distance between two coarsest subbands. Cm and Cn. is described by

¥¥cr, -C最1 -∑∑¥cm(i.j)-cn{i.jy.
t j
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where c(i,j) denotes a quantized coefficient at (i,j) in the coarsest subband. The Hamming distance between

two significance maps, Sm and 5n, is given by

‖sm -sn¥¥H - ∑∑{sm(iJ)◎sn{iJ)}-　　　　　　　　(3)
*　3

where s{i,j) denotes a binary at (i,j), and ◎ represents exclusive OR. Finally, the distance between two feature

vectors, Fmand Fn, is defined by a weighted sum of Eq.(2) and Eq.(3). as follows.

llFrn -Fn¥¥ -wo¥¥Cm-Cn¥¥Ll +wl¥lSm -Sn¥¥H, (4)

wherewqandwiareweights.

Theclustercenterisde丘nedbytheaverageoffeaturevectorsinacluster.Withrespecttoagivensetof

multiplefeaturevectors.Fl.F2,-,Fn.acomponentoftheaveragecoarsestsubbandCoverCl.C2,-蝣Cnis

calculatedby

c(i,j)-去^2ck(i,j)

k=l、(5,

wherec(i.j)denotesacoe氏cientat(i.j)inCandCk{i,j)denotesacoefficientat(i.j)inCk-Anaverage

sigm丘cancemap5overSi,S2,-,Sniscalculatedby

n

S-T(H). H-h(i.j), h(i,j)-∑s/fe(i,j),
k=l

(6)

where h(i,j) denotes the number of significant coe氏cients located at (i,j). and Sk{i.j) is a binary at (i.j) in

Sfc. A mapping T(-) shows a thresholding-after-sorting operation as follows. After all elements h(i,j) in H are

sorted by their values in descending order, the largest N elements are quantized into unity and the others are

quantized into zero.

As a result, a pair of the average coarsest subband and average significance map defines the average feature

l'ector

F- {C.S}.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(7)

2.2. Extraction of Initial Key frames

Typical strategies for selecting initial keyframes are to select all frames in a video sequence, to select regularly

subsampled丘ames and to select a set of initial key frames according to the result of shot boundary detection.

The first approach involves a large number of frames in clustering. Thus. the dimensionality of the feature

vector should be small to complete clustering in practical time. Such a method is not qualified for on-line

video analysis.-0 where processing speed is of great concern. The second approach simply reduces the number

of frames. Redundant frames are removed by subsampling to some extent, since neighboring frames are very

similar to each other. It can still leave redundant frames, and can falsely remove important frames, because it

does not consider the frame contents at all. The last approach selects initial key frames by considering the frame

contents at the expense of computational cost. Our approach is based on the last one. It successfully reduces

the computational cost by making wavelet domain-feature vectors in shot boundary detection, and they are kept

to be used in clustering.

To analyze a given video sequence, the丘rst step is shot boundary detection to find initial key frames. We

employ a two-step shot boundary detection algorithm,17 which works in a wavelet transform domain. It captures

gradual shot transitions as well as abrupt shot transitions. It computes a distance between video intervals to

氏nd isolated intervals. Then, it cor-lputes another distance between frames to丘nd ti-e exact location of a shot

boundary. Both frame distance and interval distance are calculated by Eq.(4).

The two-step shot boundary detection algorithm have a single preference parameter to control the sensitivity

of shot boundary detection. It is tuned to be a lower value to avoid detection misses. Although a lower value

may cause quite a number of false positives, redundant frames are removed in the process of clustering. Hence,
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Figure 1. Key frame candidates of shots.

it hardly inauences the performance unless ai一 extremely huge number of false positives, for example, almost the

same as the total number of given video frames, have been produced.

After a given video sequence is divided into multiple shots, a single fraille that well represents the shot

content is selected for every shot. In psychological point of view, the first and the last frames in a shot convey

vivid impressions. Unfortunately, a shot boundary is not always identi丘ed precisely. A frame adjacent to a shot

boundary is likely to belong to a shot transition. Indeed, a gradual transition such as dissolve and bde consists of

several frames. Such a frame that is involved with two di鮎rent shot contents is not qualified for a representative
frame.

We have tested the following four methods: to select the first and the last frame of a detected shot. respectively.

to select a frame that is located at the midpoint, and to select frame that produces the minimum frame distance.

As shown in Fig.1, the first two methods select several mixture frames as expected due to gradual shot transitions.

The latter two methods have produced a fairly good result. The last method is slightly better and is robust

against such a case that some shot boundaries are incorrectly detected, and the resulting false shot contains

a transition within it. According to these observations, for every detected shot, we select a single frame that

produces the minimum frame distance as an initial key frame.

2.3. Hierarchical Clustering

A hierarchical cluster analysis is an alternative step to the previous /r-means clustering. One of its advantages

over the plain fc-means clustering is to offer a fast clustering. It is performed as follows.

STEPI For every pair of feature vectors, calculate the distance between them by Eq.(4). The results

are stored in a distance matrix. Note that unlike A:-means clustering, the number of initial

clusters is equal to the total number of feature vectors, that is, every initial cluster contains a

single feature vector.
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STEP2 Search the distance matrix for the closest pair of clusters, and merge them into a new cluster.

As a result, the total number of clusters decreases by one.

STEP3 Calculate the distances between the new cluster and the other clusters to update the dista工lCe

matrix. which is detailed below.

STEP4 Repeat STEP2 and STEP3 until the total number of clusters reaches one, that is. all the

feature vectors are contained in a single cluster.

There are several well-known methods to calculate the distance between clusters such as average linkage

clustering, complete linkage clustering, single linkage clustering, and Ward's method.  In average linkage

clustering, the distance between clusters is calculated based on averages such as a group average, centroid. and

median. In complete linkage clustering, also known as furthest-neighbor method, the distance between clusters

is defined as the maximum distance among all pairs of a feature vector in one cluster and that in another cluster.

Similarlさin single linkage clustering, also known as nearest-neighbor method, the distance between clusters is

de丘nedastheminimumdistance.Ward'smethodminimizesthetotalsumofsquareddistancesbetweenall

featurevectorsandthecentroidforeverycluster.

¥TheWard's-ethodcreatesthetightestclusters,thoughitrequirestheEuclidean-e

%neighb。rmethodtendst。producerelativelyloose,chain-likeclusters.Thefurthestneigh霊Thenearest

meth。dtends
istoformrelativelytightclusters.Hence,itisfavorabletovideosummarizationandisapplicableforthenon-

EuclideanmetricEq.(4).
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As a result of cluster analysis, a binary tree referred to as dendrogram is obtained. It describes the structure

of nested clusters. A cut point of the structuring tree is selected so that the desired number of sub trees are

produced. For every sub tree, an average feature vector is calculated according to Eq.(6). Finally, for every

cluster, a feature vector closest to the average is selected, and it shows up in the resulting storyboard.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have implemented hierarchical and non hierarchical clustering algorithms for performance evaluations. In

addition to a wavelet-based feature vector, we have chosen a color histogram as a feature vector for comparison

purpose. A histogram-based feature vector is often used as a color feature of a video frame.

A color code histogram is generated as follows. After decoding a given video sequence, RGB color frame image

is obtained. Each color band is assumed to have 8-bit color depth. For every color band, the most significant

2 bits are taken and they are combined to form a 6-bit color code. A 64-bin color code histogram is calculated

for a given frame. A distance between two color code histograms is de丘ned as the sum of absolute di鮎rence

between corresponding bins. An average color code histogram is given by simply averaging corresponding bins.

Figure 2 shows a example of detected initial key frames, and Fig.3 shows a screen shot of the resulting

storyboard. 15 key frames are specified by a user for summarizing the test video sequence.

It takes 8.8 seconds to perform hierarchical clustering analysis on 990-dimensional wavelet-based feature

監vectorsof522keyframes.Ittakes3.2secondstocutthestructuringtreeandtoselectarepresentativevector

foreverycluster.Thetotalelapsedti-etoproduceastoryboarda-ountsto12seconds.

Atestvideosequenceincludesvarioustopicssuchassportsdigest,on-thespotconferencereports,andartist

interviews.Thetotalnumber。fframesis71,379,。fwhichdurationisabout48minutes.Ithas478shots

including 373 cuts, 90 dissolves, 7 wipes and the other special editing effects. 1020 shots are actually detected.

These initial key frames are refined with several clustering algorithms in previous sections.

Since shot boundary detection is not perfect, detected shots include some false positives that are undesirable

for a storyboard. If just a single key frame has been selected in a shot, and if it belongs to a stable non-transient

interv叫it is considered as a valid keyframe. If two or more key frames are selected from a single shot, the丘rst

keyframe is considered as valid, and the other key frames are considered as invalid. The total number of valid

key frames is. hence, equal to the number of true shots in a test video sequence. To evaluate the validity of

selected key丘ames, accuracy is defined by the percentage of valid key frames among all of key frames that have

been actually selected.
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Table 1. Elapsed Time for Selecting 50 Key frames

Method Clustering Pre/Post Processing
/C-Means. Wavelet　　310.2 sec

Hierarchical, Wavelet　　43.6 sec

i¥ -Means. Histogram　　　7.9 sec

Hierarchical, Histogram　　　5.4 sec

1.2 sec

4.6 sec

41.2 sec

83.6 sec

ht

Figure 4 shows the accuracy versus the number of key frames. Hierarchical clustering with histogram-based

feature vectors produces unsatisfactory performance. On the other hand, hierarchical clustering with wavelet-

based feature vectors is comparable to A;-means clustering methods.

Figure 5 shows the total elapsed time in making a storyboard versus the number of key frames. As the

number of key frames increases, the elapsed time in Ar-means clustering becomes longer while that in hierarchical

clustering is almost identical. The /c-means clustering with 60 key frames converges after 4 iterations, while 8

iterations are required for 50 key frames. This is why the elapsed time for 60 key frames is shorter than that for

oO keyframes. Generally, in a /c-means clustering algorithm, both the accuracy of clustering and the number of

iterations depend on feature vectors and a choice of initial cluster centers.

Table.1, shows the elapsed time for clustering and the other processes in selecting 50 key frames. The dimen-

sionality of wavelet-based feature vector is 15 times as high as that of color code histogram. Thus, it is natural

that wavelet-based methods are slower in clustering than histogram-based methods. In spite of this fact, the

proposed hierarchical clustering methods is fastest in total elapsed time among all. Thanks to the consistent use

of extracted feature vectors, it avoids computational intensive parsing of a video frame. Such a consistent use of

color code histogram does not works well, since accurate shot boundary detection is not always achieved merely

tvith the color code histogram.1 '

Once hierarchical clustering has been completed to generate the dendrogram, what is needed in recalculation

with different destination number of key frames is just to select representative key frames for each cluster. It will

be completed in a few seconds. This is very preferable for on-line reproduction of a storyboard.
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Figure 5. Elapsed Time versus the Number of Key frames.

4. CONCI-UDING REMARKS

We have proposed a key frame refinement method based on hierarchical clustering analysis. The experimental
results suggest that the hierarchical clustering with wavelet-based feature vectors offers satisfactory results. A

significant reduction in computational time and memory requirements is gained by the consistent use of extracted

feature vectors.
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